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In their work entitled A Cross Polity Survey, published in 1963, 

A. S. Banks and R. B. Textor divide political modemization in the 
countries of the world into five historical types. These types, which 

are derived from an unpublished paper by C. E. Black, " Modernizing 
Societies," are as follows. 

(1) Early European or European-derived (early modemizing European 

society or offshoot). 11 polities. 

(2) Later Eu;ropean or later European-derived (later modemizing Euro-

pean society or offshoot). 40 polities. 

(3) Non-European autochthonous (self-modernizing extra-Europ~an soci-

ety). 9 polities. 

(4) Developed tutelary (developed society modernizing under tutelage). 

31 polities. 

(5) Undeveloped tutelary (tindeveloped society modemizing under tute-

lage). 24 polities. 

Banks and Textor include Japan in type (3), along with the Soviet 

Union, People's China, Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Iran, Nepal, Thailand, and 

Turkey. I do not know the typology used by Black on the basis of 
this classification. However, the classification is constructed with two 

factors as its axis, the historical division between states of European 

origin and colonies, and the division into stages of development-advanced 

developed, Iate developed, and undeveloped. Consequently I, too, recognize 

that Japan must be included in the third type in this classiflcation. However, 

a Japanese cannot but have doubts over the propriety of applying 
the adjective 'autochthonous' to it. Professor Maruyama Masao ~LLLl~:~~ , 

one of the representative students of political science in present-day 

JaPan, considers the modernization of Japan to have been a conscious 

process of Westernization. If we are to find a special meaning in the 

modernization of Japan, should we not rather pay attention to the fact 

that, rather than being something inherently Japanese, it was a form of 

modemization consisting in the acceptanc~ of the results of modern 
European society, but an acceptance in which the Japanese had applied 
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selection　on　the　basis　of　their　own　judglnent？　If　the　Japanese　leaders’

possession　of　such　a　degree　of　independence　is　to　be　described　as　autoch－

thonous，we　may　accept　the　description　as　legitimate．If，however，it

mealls　that　the　var至ous　factors　in　modemization　developed　out　of　the

society　of　the　Tokugawa　period　in　the　same　way　as　in　Europe，we

must　find　the　description　di伍cult　to　accept，except　in　a　few　cases．

　　　　Themodemiza廿on，orWes亡emiza廿on，ofJapanbegan　with“ぬ乞ゐo肋？’

開國or　the　opening　of　the　country　tσforeigners　in1853andwasrapidly

propelled　forward　by　the　Meiji　Restoration，the　quasi・revolu盛onary　change

・f1868，butsince』thischangep・ssessedthebiaspeculiart・itselft・

which　we　have　alluded　above，we　may・say　that　modemization　in、the

original　sense　of　the　word　is　sti11developing　in　Ja』pan　at　the　present　day．

　　　　Since　the　moving　spirits　in　the　Meiji　Restoration　and，the　Meili

govemment　came　from　the　lower，ranks・of　the5α勉％ア・漉．武士class加

the　clans・in　the　Tokugawa　period．their　ideology　was　of　a　fairly　wa皿ior・

1ike　character．　Further，’the，nlain　皿otive　which　inspired　these　leade士s

of　the　modemization、of　Japan．was　that　of　preserving　Japan’s　inde、

pendence，of　preven廿ng　theWestem　powers　making　Japan　into　acolonフ．

There　is　no　doubt・that　they　thought　of　modemization　as　a　means　of

implementing　Iapidly　 the　policy　of“F罐罐％一砂餉〆’富國強兵or“national

prosperity　and　strengthen圭ng　of　the　armed　forces．”　Some　o｛these

members　of　the　former鋤π％プ漉c1琴ss　became　politicians　responsible　for

political　leadership　in　t五e　Meili　govemment、as、civilians，and　at　the　same

time　they　carried　on、patemalistic　leadership　in　econoヌnic，socia1，and

cu1加ral　life．　On　the　other　han（L，　another　section、of　the，same　class

became　military　specialists　within　the　framewbrk　of　the　new　political

institutions，built　up　the　new　armed　forces，and　co－operated　in　the　attain．

ment　of　the　govemment’s　political　aims。Consequently，the　Meiji　r6gime，

at　least　in　the丘rst　generation，grew　up　as　a　military　state．for、two

re歌sons．Firstly，the　m∫50π4窃紹of　the　state　was　the　maintenance，of

national　prestige　with　the　help　of　military　power，and　no．othe翼causes

compete（玉with　national　surviva1．Secondly，no　purely　civilian　persQnneI

had夕etariseninthep・1itica1・rs・cia1五elds，and車eleaders・f5α灘瞬
class　origin　had　no　incli阜ation　to　examine　any　possibilities　other　than

that　o負he　military　state．Because　o‘the、1atter　Japan’串character　as　a

military　state　gradually　became　an¢nd　in　itself，and　its　defensive　charaρter

at　length　transformed　itself　into　something　of、an　aggressive　characteL

The　aim　of　the　present　paper　is　tQ　examine，over　as　wide　a丘eld　as

possible，the　manner　in　which　the　modemization、of　Japan　was　carried

out　in　the　case　o壬the　armed　forc¢s，and　the　special　characteristiqs　and

、躍
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limitations which attached to it. 

I 

' There are many aspects to what is generally described as " the 
modernization of the armed forces." However, the flrst point to which 

we should direct our attention is the disbandment of feudal 1-etainers. 

It is usually the dase that this is accompanied by the L0rmation of a 

centralized and national army which takes the place of the existing 

forms of military power. It was a revolutionary change for military 

power which in feudal times had been deperident only on a small number 

of warriors possessing status privileges to be transformed into a 1'aass 

army which was recruited from the people, who possessed no privileges 

and who nohnally had no acquaintance with weapons. In order to bring 

this transformation about, it was frst necessary to destroy the myth that 

victory in war depended on the individual skill of members of the 
feudal warrior class. Instead, it was necess~ry to attach importance to 

the quantity and quality of the new fre-arms, and the numbers of troops 

which would be necessary for their systematic use. It was natural that 

the people, who possessed a low status and had hitherto been thought 

of only as personnel supplementary to the feudal warrior class, should 

now come on to the stage as a leading role in the situation. Consequently, 

this was not suitable to the position which the people occupied in feudal 

society. Instead, it was necessary to integrate the people with nationalism 

or to liberate them in a democratic society. Or at least we inay say 

that the change could not have been carried out without the prospect 

of these things. ' Small-arms and 'artillery had been imported into Japan from Europe 

in the mid-16th century, and had shown their worth in the civil wars 

during the latter half of that century. However, after the establishment 

of the hegemony of the Tokugawa r~gime over the whole of Japan at 
the beginning of the 17th century, the state of internal peace and the 

closure of the country to foreign intercourse which persisted for about 

two centuries and a half had denied Japan any opportunity of carrying 

out such a change as we have mentioned above. It was the Western 

powers' demands for the opening of Japan in the latter half of the 19th 

century which were the occasion of the final destruction of the feudal 

military system. The feudal leaders of Japan were clever enough to 
perceive behind the impact of the opening of the country the threat of 

the grasping colonialism of the European powers, who had swallowed 
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up the countries of Africa, the Near and Middle East, and Southeast 

Asia one after the other. Until that time the Tokugawa Shogunate had 

been prohibiting the building of large ships and the building up of 

excessive stocks of fire-arms (by the Buke-shohatto ~~~:=~~~~~ or Pro-

hibitive Orders to the Military Class). The reason was nothing other than 

the prevehtion 0L insurrection against the Shogunate. ,Again, the principle 

of maintaining the separation of the military and agricultural classes was 

strictly adhered to, and the privileged position of the savlul-ai class was 

firmly upheld. Ideologically; too, the warlike spirit 0L the sal7ual-ai class, 

known as Bush,ido ~~~~~~:, was extolled, while the traditional military 

arts involving the use of the sword and lance were given excessive 
importance in comparison with Westem military technology, for exa~nple, 

fireLarms, and the loyalty and bravery of the common people was unduly 

However, it now became indispensable to have increased fire-power 

with which to resist the heavily-armed Western powers, and the Shogun-

ate made haste to order the feudal lords to make cannon and warships., 

or to leal:n the art of gunnery. This was undoubtedly the first step 

towards the modemization of the armed forces. However, one year 
after the issue of these orders only 550 one-kamme cannon (firin*" a 

3.75 kg. shot) and approximately 800 smaller pieces had been made in 

the 200 and more clans throughout the country. These figures, which 

imply an average of only 7 cannon per clan, show the markedly back-

ward character of Japanese milita. ry technology. Even so rudimentary 

a reform of･ fire-arms as this was not accomplished withou, t friction. 
For example, in a memorial presented to the Shogunate in the s~me ,year, 

1853, Tokugawa Nariaki ~{~JII~i~B2gF:' the Lord of the l~:ito 71(~ clan , and 

a leader of the anti-foreign party, while calling for increase in numb~rs 

of cannon, held that the Japanese ~vere superiQr to foreigners in the =use 

of the sword and the lance, and advocated greater efforts in training 

personnel in the use of these weapons. In contrast to this it is inter-

esting that among the lower ranks of the samurai class, who lvere 
unable to make full use of their abilities in feudal society, there were 

some who were able to grasp the change in values at once. 

For example, Kido Takayoshi 7}~~~~jt, who later became one of 
the principal promoters in the Meiji Restoration and was one of the 

most eminent of the Meiji government, made the following proposals to 

the Lord of the Chosh~ ,~~:'J'I'l clan in the same year, 1853 : 

" If we have only mock gunnery pf the kind practised at Uraga 
this summer we will be quite unable to resist their machine. s: T. herefore 

~f 
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I propose that we should at once begin work on the construction of 
fire-arms. It goes without saying that victory is not decided by fire-arms 

alone, but it seems that with insufficient equipment of fire-arms we will 

not be able to fight to the best of our abilities in naval engagements, 

coastal defence, field operations, or any other kind of warfare."I 

In this way the threat of foreign military pressing force actually on 

Japan led to the setting aside of the Tokugawa Shogunate's prohibition 

and the strengthening of the fre-power of the forces of the Shogunate 

and the Leudal lords. If this were to be carried forward properly it would 

be necessary to have many personnel skilled in the use of fire-arms, and 

not only would it necessary to reorganize the traditionally L0rmalized 

military force composed of swordsmen of samurai class status, but it 

would also be necessary to adopt riflemen of commoner status. This, 

however, was scarcely brought about at all in the reforms at the 

end of the Tokugawa period. We may think that this was due to 
resistance based on the feudal status system. Only in the Choshn clan, 

at the time of the engagement with the English, French. American and 
Dutch combined fleets, ~rere Takasugi Shins~liu's ~:~.=~;'1~;f~ " Kiheitai " 

~:~~~~i~ and other commoners troops (nohei ~;~~~) organized. Further, 

even these troops were disbanded immediately after the Meiji Restoration. 

(The fact that Omura Masujird ;~~f~~~~~~, Yamagata Aritomo . LLI~;.~)~1, 

and Katsura Tar6 ~i~;i~~~, who came Lrom the ChoshO clan with this 

experience, undertook the establishment of the new army of the Meiji 

government is worthy of attention, in that the experience may have 
been a powerful motive in their adoption of the conscription system.) 

In the Satsuma ~~~{~ clan greater efforts were directed to the strengthen-

ing of fire-power, particularly artillery.' Such were these efforts that in 

the Boshin Sens~ ~~~~~~~~ (civil war) in 1868 the Satsuma clan provided 

as much as five units of artillery and one mortar unit for the forces of 

the new government. However, the military reforms in the Satsuma 
clan went no further, and they did not go so far as to adopt com-

moners. This was because there were in the Satsuma clan a large 
number of the lower samurai class known as go~shi ~~~~:. It is probable 

that the rather reactionary role played by the clique of the ex-Satsuma 

clan in the Meiji government was not unconnected with this fact. In 

1862 the Tokugawa Shogunate drew up plans for a military reform and 

undertook the building up of forces which at that time were on an 
unprecedented scale-8,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry, 800 artillery, 2,000 

* Kidoko Denki Hensanjo ~~~i)~~(~;i~~~~~I~~f, Shokiku A'idoko Den ~~~^~~7l~~iji~(~~~~ (Bio' 

graphy of Prince Kido Shokiku), Vol. l, Tokyo, Meiji-shoin, 1927, p. 28. 
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gunners for coastal batteries and 1,400 other personnel, a total of 13,000. 

Since the Shogunate had the small numbers of the saf;aurai class under 

its direct control, the greater part of these forccs would have been 

recruited from among the commoners, but because of lack of finance the 

schemes of the Shogunate remained mere paper plans. At the same 
time the Shogunate planned to build a navy, and ordered two warships 

of 1.000 tons from America, and one of 3,000 tons from Holland. 
Further, it is worthy of attention that work was begun on the building 

of a purely Japanese-made gunboat "Chiyodagata" which, although only of 

138 tons, was completed in 1865. However, in this case, too, the 
Shogunate's plans for the establishment of 'a navy of 5,000 men were 

not brought to realization,l 

In 1867 the Tokugawa Shogunate requcsted aid from the French 
army through the French minister L60n Roches, and it was arranged 
that 18 French military personnel should undertake the training of the 

Shogtinate's force of 11,000. infantry, as well as that of cavalry and 

artillery.2 This importation of the French military system leLt fairly 

marked traces, so much so that when the M~ji government planned a 

unified military system for the wllole country in October, 1870 (at that 

time the clans still possessed sovereignty, and their military systems were 

not uniform), it was decided to model the arny on the French system 

and the navy on the English system.8 This fact also shows that the 

modernization of the military system took the form of Westernization. 

Although reforms in the military system advanced rapidly in this 

way at the end of the Tokugawa period under the impact of foreign 
countries, they remained subject to all n~anner of restrictions deriving 

from feudal status-society which ~revented their completion. For them 

l Ministry of Education. Ishin-shi ~,,~~~~: (History of the Restoration), Vol. 3, Tokyo, 

1941, pp. 193-199. As against this, ' I would note that men such as Enomoto Takeaki 

~~~:~~1~~ and Nishi Arriane ~~;~1, who were dispatched to Holland at this time for 

the purposes of naval studies, Iater exercised a greater influence in the modernization 

of Japan. 

z Ishin-shi, Vol.. 4, p. 363. 

8 Yainagata Aritomd, who at that time held the post of Sho~yu at the Ministry of 
Military Affairs, had visited Europe to inspect their military systems, and having seen 

the results of the Franco-Prussian War desired the adoption of the German military 

system. However, it was impossible to change all at once the tradition which had been 

imported from France in the past, and for the time being it was decided to adopt the 

French system. One of the obstacles was lack of kuowledge of the German language. 

Traditions of studies of foreign languages have such an effect. Matsllshita Yoshio ~~~'~T 

~~~~, Meaji Gtmsei-shi Ron R~~~F~~j~~Il~:~~i' (On the History of the Military Systems of 

the Meiji Period), Vol. l. Tokyo, Yuhikaku, 1956, p. 65. 

~~ 
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to advance further the Meiji Restoration was indispensable. 

In the Boshin Sens~ which accompanied the Meiji Restoration the 

new government did not yet possess military forces directly under its 

control, and the war was fought with a mixed force made up of units 

provided by the loyal clans. There was a great lack of unity in the 
direction of operations since the rights of command were split up among 

the clans, and there was a strong tendency for the conduct of the 

warriors to aim at the performance of exploits for the benefit of the 

clan or the individual, rather tllan taking the fornl of co-operation in 

the realization of the government's political goals.1 It goes without 

saying that an army of so fetLdal a character was not suitable as the 

military force at the command of a government which aimed at political 

reforms. It~ Hirobumi ~~~~;t~~, who later became the supreme leader 

in the second period of the Meiji government, proposed at this time 
that the forces of the clans should be separated from the clans and made 

into an aimy directly under the control of the government.2 Besides 

preventing these L0rces being used by the clans in anti-government 

activities, this proposal aimed at the rapid establishment of an army 

directly under the control of the government. However, there was no 

Lundamental solution to the problem other than the abolition of the 

clans and the setting up of a centralized state. Even so, it was nearly 

impossible for the Meiji government, devoid of military forces as it was, 

to abolish the clans. I~lereupon, in accordance with a propQsal put 

forward by Yamagata Aritomo, the military leaders 0L the three leading 

clans-Saig6 Takamori ~~i~~F~:~ (Satsuma), Kido Takayoshi (Choshti), and 

Itagaki Taisuke t~~i~q~t~~:'~!~_~~ (Tosa:t4:~)-were summoned to Tokyo as Generals 

of the Emperor. Under their leadership, between six and eight thousand 

men, including several units of artillery, were collected under the standard 

of the Emperor in June, 1871. This programme of the establishment 
of Shimpei ~~:;~i~ (the Imperial Guards) brought great success.8 Needless 

to say, this force was composed of samurai from the three great clans, 

and there was a strong tendency fof their loyalty to be directed to 
Saig~ and the other individual leaders. Nevertheless, the Meiji govern-

ment was able to carry out so great a work as Haihan-chiken ~~~i~~~;, 

S. Fukushima, "Kanryo-sei to Guntai -~ ~~~1J ~ ~i~~~;~ (The Bureaucracy and the Army)," 

in lwanami Ko~za : Nihon Rekishi ;~?"~!~-=~~~~ : ~ ~I~~~i~~ (Iwanami Lectures : The History 

of Japan), Vol. 17, Tokyo, Iwanami-shoten, 1962, pp. 39-40. 

2 Shump6ko Tsuishokai ~~~~L)7~(z~~~/!'~~~, Ita Hirobul'li Den ~}~~~~~~~ (Biography of 

It~ Hirobumi), Vol. 1, Tokyo, 1940, pp. 410-413, 

B Tokutomi lichiro ~!1~'~~-~~ ed., K6shaku Yal'ragata Aritonro Den ':e~'~.~:WJI~;.~;1~f~ 

(Biography of Prince Yamagata Aritomo). Vol. 2, Tokyo, 1933, pp. 58-110. 
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the abolition of the clans and the establishment of prefectures in July, 

1871, having in the background this military force, slightly unsuitable 

for uniting the state. In actual Lact, this success may be considered to 

have been due more to the government's guarantee of the debts of the 

clans, which were near to financial collapse, than to the effect of military 

threat. At any rate, by this n~eans the autonomy of the feudal lords 

was abolished, and at the sanle time the distinction between civil alid 

milital~y officers was more or less established. As an accompaniment to 

this, the Imperial Guards having a markedly feudal character lost their 

own basis and proceeded to their dissolution. 

II 

Hereupon the armed L0rces of Japan entered their second stage, a 

stage marked by the institution of conscription. After Haihan-chiken 

an ordinance issued by the Ministry of Military Affairs in August, 1871, 

ordered all castle.s and ammunition to be taken over by the government 

and disbanded all forces in the small clans and prefectures with an 
assessed fiscal capacity of l0,000 koku or less. Again, in the large- and 

medium-sized clans only one section was to remain in the prefecture, and 

the rest of the troops were to be organized in L0ur chindai ~i~_~~~ or 

' garrisons ' in Tokyo, Osaka, Kumamoto and Sendai, and these troops 

were to form a standing army directly under the control of the govern-

ment. They numbered more than 20 battalions, approximately 8.000 men, 

and including Shimpei the total forces under the command of the govern-

ment amounted to approximately 14,000 men at the end of 1871. They 

were volunteers, mainly drawn from shizoku ~~}~ or the ex-samurai 
class, and the system, which was called ' sohei ' 7~k~:~, had the attributes 

of a profe~sional soldier system, which, in Europe, was set in opposition 

to the conscription system of military organization. Tllis system of 

military organizatior} presupposed the' existence of the status of shizoku, 

the new appellation of the members of the former samurai class. Since 

at that time there are said to have been 400,000 shizoku, and since the 

govemment had undertaken to take the place of the clans in paying 
them their personal stipends, without distinction of being sohei or not, 

the government was saddled with a great financial burden. Further, 

since the sohei continued to be more powerfully influenced by their 
personal relations with 'individuals i.n tlle former clans than by the orders 

of the govemment, the central governr~lent's desire to sweep away the 

old system, either political or social, could scarcely be carried Dut with 

__J~~' 
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thoroughness. On tlle other hand, again, as the pressure of the Western 

European powers was maintained after the establishment of the new 

government, the government found it necessary, while expanding the 
army, to make efforts to build a navy, a very expensive undertaking, 

and for this reason also the government was pressed by the necessity 

of abolishing the stipends of the shizoku and the s(~hei system in the 

interests of economy and of adopting the less expensive conscription 

system. 

The Conscription Ordinance was promulgated in January, 1873. 
Since at that time the land forces were organized on the French pattern 

we may assume that in form they were largely in the French tradition, 

although they were also considerably influenced by Prussia. It is said 

that universal conscription began at the time of the French Revolution. 

However, the ' Iev~e. en masse' in the course of the Revolution appealed 

to the patriotism and egalitarianism of the citizens which had naturally 

arisen along with the Revolution, and it was in no wise an institution 

purposively devised by the Revolution. Further, since the Jacobins used 

this popular army not merely L0r the purposes of defence but sought to 

spread republicanism' all over Europe by means of foreign campaigns 

which led on to the long Napoleonic Wars, it came about that " most 

Frenchmen believed conscription to be an evil,"I and aLter 1818 this 
French military system passed to a species of selective conscription system. 

Under this system the names 0L 20,000 men were drawn each year, and 
they were required to serve with the colours for seven years, but it was 

easy to ~avoid this obligation by hiring a substitute or by paying an 

exemption fee. Thus in fact the system became one under which military 

service was not based on the egalitarian principle, but was a form of 

10ng-term service confined to the poor. At the time this system was 
called " 1'impot du sang" (the blood tax). In contrast to this, in PruSsia, 

which was invaded by the French armies, the conscription system was 
adopted in 1813 on the tide of popular feeling in the wars of liberation 

against France, and Prussia kept to this system thereaLter. At the time 

of the great victory over Austria at Sadowa in 1866 Prussia was calling 

up 63,000 men every year under a non-discrin~inatory conscription system, 

and was employing a three-year period of training with the colours, a 

short period for these times, followed, in addition, by 16 years in the 

reserve. France had no reserve system following the period of seven 

years' service with the colours. If the shorter period of training was 

1 R. D. challener, Thb French Theory of Nation in Anlls, 1866~939. New York. 
colunrbia University Press, 1955, p. 12. 
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effective, the Prussian system must clearly be more profitable for raising 

vast bodies of troops in time of war. Napoleon IH, who had sustained 

a grievous blow by the victory at Sadowa, made haste to reform the 
military system. The French people, however, who had lost confidence 

in their government, resisted this out of a fear that it would lead to the 

militarization of their country, with the eventual result that France was 

defeated by Prussia in 1870.1 The laying dowri of the Conscription 

Ordinance in Japan took place under these circumstance~ in 1873.2 For 

this reason, while the Japanese system was modelled on the old French 

system it also had a tendency to incorporate the advantages of the 

Prussian system. In the official proclamation which accompanied the 
promulgation of the Conscription Ordinance the ancient military institu-

tions of Japan are drawn upon as a reminder (rf the tradition of military 

service by peasants, and the subject of egalitarianism is taken up. 'The 

has reduced the stipends of hereditary Restoration of Imperial Rule . . . 

and idle members of the salllurai class and has permitted them to 
abandon the pr0Lession of arms, to the end that the Four Orders of the 

People may be at length endowed with the rights of freedom. This is 

the way by which the upper and lower classes may be brought to the 
same level and human rights made uniform, and it is the basis for uniting 

the military and agricultural classes. The members of the military class 

are no longer members of the sa7?lurai class~ as in former times, nor are 

the people the people as in foriner times. Both are the people of the 

same Imperial Country, and in their service 0L their country, too, there 

.' The Westerners call this should be no difference between them. . . 
' 1'imp6t du sang.' This means that the people serve their country with 

their blood. . . ." This document faitllfully reproduces the way of think-

ing of the French, which while appealing to egalitarianism and patriotism 

gradually lost the spirit of spontaneous service and ended by describing 

the conscription system as "the blood tax." It is certain that no burning 

loyalty towards the government could be expected afLter the Meiji Res-

toration, since it was not apcompanied by a liberation of the land sucll 

as that which accompanied the French Revolution, for in this matter 

nothing was done except to begin work on the reform of the Land Tax 
in ' July, 1873, after the promulgation of the Conscription Ordinance, and 

further, the results of this Reform did not go beyond the conflrmation 

* R. D. Challener, pp. 3~5. 
2 In 1871 Yamagata Aritomo, then Hy~bu-tayu~., and otllers had stated in a proposal 

for the enlargement of the armed forces that the recent victory of Prussia over France 

was due to large reserves of troops. (YL Matsushita, Vol, l, p. I15.) 

J 
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of　the　peasants，rights　of　land　ownership　wh玉1e　the　burden　of　taxation

was　either　unaltered　or　was　even　h玉gher　than　it　had　been　in　the　time

of　the　Tokugawa　Shogunate．It　seems　probable　that　levying　fu11－time

military　duties　from　these　pe段sants　unilaterally　and　unprecedentedly　must

have　been　entirely　in　the　nature　of　a　“blood　tax．”　It　was　perfectly

natural　that　the　peasants　shou1（I　resist　thまs，and　that　in　the　llext　four　or

丘veyearstheresh・uldhavebeenab・ut15cases・fpeasantuprisings
against　the　conscription　system．．i尊various　parts　of　Japan。This　was　due

to　the　fact　that　in　tho5e　days　there　was　as　yet　no　system　of　representa．

tive　govemment　in　Japan，and　the　governm．ent　was　a　despotic　one　which

enforced　compliance・with　its　policies　unilaterally，without　ever　consulting

public　opinion．We　must　surely　be　led　to　the　conclus三〇n　that　it　was　a

great　misfortune　for　Japan　that　universal　compulsory　military　service

was　decided　upon　in　this　way，without　any　attempt　to　persuade　the　people

and　without　any　spontαneous　uprising　of　a　willingness　to　participate．In

order　to　make　up　for　the　passive　character　of　the　people　the　govemment

resorted　to　one　unreasonable　measure　after　another，while　the　people

employed　every　excuse　in　their　attemp亡s　to　secure　exemption　from　miliちary

service。　This　was　a　passive　expression　of　their　intention　to　oppose　the

conscription　system．At　a　later　date　this　attitude　to　military　service　on

the　part　of　the　people　became　an　undesirable　but　geneτal　characteristic

of　the　peoPle’s　participation　in　poHtics．

　　　　Further，under　the　existing　political　conditions　the　govemment　was

able　to　ca11　up　for　active　service　each　year　only　a　bare　10，000men．

Consequently，in　this　situation　it　would　seem　that　there　was　n6necessity

for　the　govemment　to　go　so　far　as　to　adopt　the　conscription　system、

The　reason　for　the　govemment’s　enforcement　of　consc㎡ption　was　pri．

marily　the　necessity　of　another　military　system　to　replace　the5h魏o為％

m11itary　system　after　its　abolition．Under　a　volmteer　system　it　would

probably　have　been　impossible　to　get　rid　of　the5h歪20ゐ％and　make　the

peasants　into　soldiers，We　may　also　suppose　that　another　reason　was

that　the　govemmellt　wished　to　use　its　dictatorial　powers　to　establish　the

basis　for　a　future　expansion　of　m1litary　mallpower　before　democratic

institutions，such　as　those　of　the　representative　system，could　come　into

being　and　exercise　restrictions　on　amaments。When　the　Meiji　Con．

stitution（Dai　Nihon　Teikoku　Kemp6大日本帝國憲法）was　Iaid　down　in

1889，and　the　Imperial　Diet　opened，Ito　Hirobumi　had　all　the　principal

forest　lands　throughout　the　country　assigned　to　the　ownership　of　the

工mperial　House．This　action　was　taken　to　prepare　the　way　for　keeping

up　the　Army訊nd　Navy　by　grants　made　under　the　head　of‘Expenses
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of　the　Imperi＆1Household’if　the　military　estimates　were　ever　voted

down　in　the　Diet，

　　　　Thus，in　the　Conscriptioll　Ordinance（to　wh至ch　res量stance　was　ex．

pected）a　large　number　of　reasolls　for　exemption　were　recognized　in

advance，as　in　France，　These　Teasons　comprised　physical　unfitness，

exemptions　for　o伍cials　and　students，the　payment　of　a　substitute　fee，

and　cases　in　which　cσnβideration　had　to　be　given　to　matters　connected

with　the　Japanese　family　system．It　apPears　that　physical　unfitness　was

not　related　to　any　particular　stratum　of　society，but　many　of　the玉ntellectual

classes　were　put　under　this　classi丘cation　on　grounds　of　weakness　of　the

muscles，bad　eyesight，etc．We　may　suppose　th＆t　at　this　time　o伍cials，

s往【dents　of　public　institutions　and　those　studying　abroad　were　practically

all　members　of　the5ん伽為％class．　Again，by　the　payment　of　a　fee，

＆dmittedly　a　rather　high　one　of￥270，those　who　could　af〔ord　it　were

able　to　obtain　life　exemption　from　military　service　without　more　ado．

We　may　suppose　that！or　these　reasons　the　persons　who　underwent

military　service　would　have　been　adopted　predominantly　from　the　impov．

erished　peasantry．Exemption　on　the　grounds　of　considerations　connected

with　the　family　system　may　justly　be’regarded　as　peculiar　to　Japan，but

血this　case　also　we　may　shppose　class圭nequalities　operated．The呈nsti重u．

tion　of　the　household　or‘family’（茗8家）which　persisted　in　Japan　down

to　the　end　of　the　Second　World　War，was　the　patemalistic　largefamily

system，and　it　performed　the　function　of　assuring　a　large　supply　of　family

labour　among　the　peαsan廿y・in　particular，　The　Conscr…pt三〇n　Ord量nance

gave　considerat…on　to　the　continuance　of　the　insti｛ution　of　an　‘∫8，’　and

granted　exemption　from　military　service　to　the　family　head（or　head　of

household），his　heir，the　grandchild　destined　to　succeed　the　heir　to　only

sons，grandsons，and　αdopted　sons　of　heads　of　families　belonging　to　an

‘ズ6，，　to　persons　acting　as　family　head　in　the　place6f　invalid　senior

relatives，and　to　persolls　whose　elder　or　younger　brothers　were　under．

going　m11itary　service，Since　at　this　time　it　was　the　custom　to　divide

the　holding　of　agricultural1αnd脚hen　a　new　family（δ％1z舵分家）was

established，the　seco皿d　and　third　sons　were　kept　in　the　family　for　a　long

time　among　the　landowning　or　tenant　peasants　who　cultivated　only

minute　areas　of　land，so　that　they　might　avoid　dividing　their　holdings。

In　contrast　to　this，opulent　Iandlords　and　landowning　peasants　whose

holdings　were　of　large　area　were　able　to　make　arrangements　for　the

establishment　of　new　families　or　the　adoption　of　sons　as　they　pleased，

and　by　assuming　the　position　of　the　head　of　a　household　were　able　to

obtain　exemption　from　military　service．In　this　way，out　of　the300，000

メ蛭
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to400，000young　men　who　reached　the　age　of20in　each　year，approx－

imately10，000who　could五nd　no　reason　for　avoiding　militαry　service

were　obliged　to　undergo　three　years　of　military　service．In　the　light　of

the　situation　described　above　we　may　suppose　that　they　were　principally

landowning　or　tenant　peasants　cultivating　minute　holdings．

　　　　The5h彪o肋，who　continued　to　persist　as　a　class，reacted　strongly

against　the　conscription　system、As　against　this，the　govemment　com．

pleted　the　taking　overof　small－arms，etc．，in　the　former　clans　in1874

and　issued　an　ord玉nance　prohibiting　the　carrying　of　swords　in　March，

1876，thus　enfo■cing　its　prohibition　of　the　free　possession　of　arms，while

in　August，1876，it　abolished　the　stipends　of　the・5h動o肋，giving　them

govemment　bonds　in　compensation，and　thus　finally　accomplished　the

institutionalliquidationofthebodyoffeudahetainers．　Asectionof
the3h伽乃％who　were　dissatis丘ed　with　the　govemment　for　these　reasons

took　advantage　of　the　opportunity　of　a　split　among　the　government

leaders　at　the　time　of　the　agitation　for　the　invasion　of　Korea　in1873

and　rose　in　rebellion，but　they　were　completely　defeated　by　conscript

forces　drawn　mainly　from　the　peasantry，the　Iast　actions　being　the　Seinan

Sens6西南職孚，the　war　fought　ill　south－westem　Japan　in1877，and

hereupon　the　arguments　for　the5h伽肋system　of　military　organization

were　deprived　of　all　foundation．Their　defeat　merely　provides　another

proof　of　a　fact　which　we　have　stated　above－that　the　mass　use　of　fire．

power　decides　victory　in　war－but　in　the　society　of　thes曾times　i㌻was

thought　of　as　being　a　spectacular　success　for　the　conscription　system．

　　　　Seventeen　years　later，after　the　first　ConscriptionンOrdinance　in1889，

the　govemment　laid　it　down　in　the　Meiji　Constitution　that　military

service　was　a　duty　of　the　people，and　the　conscription　system　became　a

伽mly　consolidated　institution。　At　the　sam今time　the　Conscription

Ordinance　was　subjected　to　sweeping　revisions，and　for　the　first・t量me　a

system　which　approached　miversal　conscript　service　was　produced．

Exemption　on　grounds　co皿ected　with　the　family　system　was　abolished，

while　o伍cials　and　students　were　no　longer　exempted　from　military

service，but　were　merely　allowed　to　have　their　military　service　postponed．

H：owever，shce　the　idea　of　universal　conscript　service　had　taken　root　in

the　national　consciousness，no　criticism　of　the　system　of血ilitary　service

resulted．The　conscription　system　is　not　the　only　system．appropriate

to　a　mode卑state，，for　England　was　able　to　respond　adequately　to　the

demand　of　modem　warfare　with　the　help　of　a　volunteer　system　based

on　the　spontaneous　will　of　the　people，and　it　would　appear　to　hαve　been

a　loss　for　the　modernization　of　the　Japanese　state，in　the　tnle　sense　of
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that term, that not the slightest consideration was given to the question 

of its adoption. 

III 

Finally, Iet us consider the question of the mechanisms for the 

control of the armed forces. In this we include not only the institutions 

and policies by which the government administers and controls the 
armed forces-what is generally known as ' civil-military relations '-but 

also the means by which discipline is maintained among of~cers and 

men within the anned forces themselves. 

One of the reasons for which the leaders of the Meiji government 

negated the shizoku system of military organization was the difflculty of 

controlling armed forces organized in this way. A good example of 
this is to be found at the time of Seikan Ron ~E~;~=~RrflA (the Agitation 

for the Invasion of Korea) in 1873. ALter Saig~ Takamori and Itagaki 

Taisuke resigned there was a continuing series of resignations from the 

Imperial Gtiards, and the government was obliged to reduce the number 

of its battalions. These sohei of shizoku origin had sworn personal 

loyalty to the leaders in the former clans, and did not yet have that 

sense of responsibility which would have fitted them as members of zi 

modern system of organization. The expedition to Taiwan in 1874. also 

provides a notable example of the deLects 0L the shizoku system. Since 

dissatisLaction among the shizoku of the Satsuma clique was all too strong 

after the ending of the agitation for the invasion of Korea, the leaders 

who wer'e near to the Satsuma clique-Iwakura Tomomi ~Isi* ~=~i ~~l, Okubo 

Toshimichi ;~~~~~:~lJ;~:~~~ and others-Learing that they might rebel, organized 

an expedition to Taiwan. But since the American Government reftised 

the government's application to t)orrow American merchant shipping for 

transport to Taiwan, the government contemplated abandoning the 
expedition, fearing a hardening of the attitude of China. However, 

Saigo~. Tsugumichi ~~i~~~~~l, the commander of the expedition and the 

younger brother of Saig~ Takamori, held fast to the shizoku position, 

which aitached more importance to the employment of military po~ver 

than to judgment in diplomacy, and in the end he led the expedition 

out of port on his own responsibility. In this way the government was 

put in the embarrassing position qf being conrpelled to accept the risk of 

hostilities with China. All the generals of the Chosh-u clique-Yamagata 

Aritomo;~ Miura Gor~ E:~ff~;~~, and others-who were asked by the 
government to prepare operational plans for the hostilities with China, 

J 
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said that there was no chance of success because of a lack of the arms 

and ammunition required for the opening of hostilities and because, if 

foreign countries adopted a neutral position, the expedition could not be 

supplied, and they advised the government to reconsider the sending of 

the expedition. In spite of this, the two generals of the Satsuma clique 

alone adopted a bellicose attitude, declaring their willingness to fight 

with the available arms if war were decided upon.1 At that time only 

20,000 troops could b,e mobilized, a fact which indicates how improvident 

the advocates of the shizoku system of military organization were. 

It appears that the government leaders did not give much attention 

to the control of the armed forces after the arguinents for the shizoku 

system of military organization had been completely overturned by the 

Seinan Senso. At that time It~ Hirobumi came to hold the leading 
power in the government, while in the Army Yamagata Aritomo applied 
himself to the establishment of such new institutions as he found to his 

liking. Both were members of the Chosh~ clique, and although their 
opinions might differ it is probable that they were completely free from 

any feeling of bad faith such as would be occasioned by the Army 
breaking away from the government's control. This is probably one of 

the reasons why no consideration was given to ' civil-military relations ' 

in Japan. However, from the point of view of govemment control the 
military institutions built up by Yamagata were by no means devoid of 

a dangerous character. A representative case is the independence of the 

General Staff Office, which was established in 1878. This was done by 

Yainagata, who had wished the adoption of the German military system 

on the basis of a proposal put L0rward by Katsura TarC;, who had twice 

been to Germany to study and had made a detailed study of the military 

institutions and military administration of that country. After this event 

the Japanese military system was gradually switched from the French to 

the Gerinan system, and one of its important results was the adoption of the 

division of the a7lmy into two chains of col,~mand-administrative and 

operational. In Germany, as early as 1655 under the Great Elector 
Frederick William of Brandenburg, a General Staff Offce was formed, 

and the Chief of Staff had direct access to the Sovereign without the 

intermediacy of the Minister for War. Further, it is said that from 

1866, after Von Moltke, the Chief of Staff issued operation orders 

directly to commanding officers. However, it was only because the 
successive sovereigns of the House of Hohenzollem were greatly interested 

l Waseda Daigaku Shakai Kagaku Kenkynjo ~L~~ ~EI;~~~=f~~~~* ~<4~;**-~T~:~~f, Okuma Monjo 

;~~~~~~ (The Okuma Documents), Vol. I, Tokyo, 1958, pp. 75-77. 

~', 
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in military matters, and in time of war combined in their persons the 

ofiices of supreme commander and Chief of General Staff that it was 

possible to preserve unity under this dual system, a system which was 

attended by the danger of dividing the command of the armed forces 

in case~ where the presiding judgment of sovereigns such as these 

could not be looked for.l 

In Japan the Ministry of Military Affairs (Hyobu-sh(~f ;~~~~~i') was 

established in 1869, and in February, 1872, it was divided into the Army 

Ministry and Navy Ministry. As early as July, 1871, an Army Staff 
Bureau had been established under the personnel orders of the Ministry 

of Military Affairs, in which it was specified that the Bureau should 

" take part in secret duties and planning, collect maps and political infor-

mation, and be in charge of spies, intelligence, and other matters." 

(In the case of the Navy no similar mechanism was set up until 
1887.) However, at this stage the chief of the Bureau also held 
the of~ce of Hyobu-taytz ~~~~~)~~~ (the Vice-Minister) and his duties 

were entirely under the control of the Minister for War (Hyobu-kyo ~~ 

~~~~~). At the same time, however, it was laid down that the Hyobu-

taya, who was also chief of the Staff Bureau, should be of the substan-

tive rank of colonel or above and that the Hyobu-kyo should be of the 

substantive rank of major-general or above. In this way the institution 

of giving exclusive appointment of milital~' officers was established at 

an early date. This is directly opposed to the practice in England and 

America, where the Minister for War is a civilian and it is thought 
that this assures democratic control of the army, and the adoption of the 

institution was based on the idea of giving priority to military efficiency. 

As early as December, 1871, a memorial was presented in the names of 

Yamagata Aritomo, the Hyobu-tayu~ and ChieL of Staff Bureau, and 
others in which it was maintained that in view of the prime consideration 

on making provision ~Lgainst Russian penetration to the south, armaments 

should be expanded, and that this should be given priority over all other 

policies,2 Herein we can see the later role of the General Staff Oflice 

in its leading function of uniting the whole of Japanese society under 

the principles of militarism. Thereafter, in February, 1874, in accordance 

~trith the opinions of Katsura Tar~, who had returned from study in 

Germany, the Staff Bureau was enlarged as a Bureau attached to the 

Army Ministry (again with Yamagata as Chief), thus opening the way 

l Gordon A. Craig, The Politics of the P1'ussian Anlt5', 1640-1945, Oxfold Oxford 

University Press, 1955, pp. 6, 31, 78, 193ff. 

2 Y. Matsushita, Vol. l, pp. 45, Ioo, n4. 
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to the later independence of the General Staff Office. 

The Regulations for the General Staff Of~ce of November, 1878, 
lay down that the Chief of the General Staff Ofiice " shall take part in 

the secret duties of the military council" (that is, shall assist in important 

secret duties at the Emperor's operational headquarters), and it included 

the clear provision that, in time of war, the Chief of the General Staff 

Oflice should pass down operational instructions to commanders after 

these had received the personal sanction of the Emperor.1 In. this way 

was established the mechanism by means of which the administrative 
orders of the Army Minister and the operational orders of the ChieL of 

the General Staff Office were transmitted dualistically, although at the 

highest level both proceeded from the Emperor. Under the Daj~kan 
system, in force from 1869, the Army Minister came under the Dajo-datjin 

;{c~~;~~~, who assisted the Emperor, and together with t,he Navy Minister 

he was in charge of the administration of military duties. This means 

that the Chief of the General Staff Office and the Dajo-daljin occupied 

positions side by side. Yamagata Aritomo was promoted from Army 
Minister to Chief of the General Staff Office, Saig~ Tsugumichi was 

made Army Minister, and Oyama lwao ;~ LLl~j~, another member of the 

Satsuma clique, was made Vice-Chief 0L the General Staff OfElce. In 
point of personal relations also. Yamagata was pre-eminent as senior to 

Saig~. It is worthy of note that, along with the precedence in rank 

which the Chief of the General Staff Office enjoyed over the Army 
Minister, these appointments took account of the balance of forces between 

the Satsuma and Choshn cliques. It was only at a much later date that 

the modern principle of making appointments on the basis of past 
performance was applied to appointments in the armed L0rces. 

This dual system was confirmed under the provisions of the Meiji 

Constitutibn of 1889. The eleventh article of this Constitution laid it 

down that " the Emperor commands the Army and Navy," and this 
~tras generally known as the To~sui-taiken ~~~~;~~~~, or Prerogative of 

Supreme Command. This was considered to be differ.ent from the 
Kokul7lu-taiken ~l~~~;~~~, or Prerogative in the Duties of the State, 

exercised by the Emperor with the assistance of the Ministers of State 

(Kokumu-danjin ~!~~~l~ ~~), and was spoken of in terms of the independ-

ence of the Prel-ogative Sup,'eme Coml'land. As against this, the twelfth 

article prescribed that "the Emperor shall decide the formation and the 

sums to be spent on the mainten~nce of the military and naval forces." 

This was known as the Gunsei-taiken ~~~C;I~~~~, or Prerogative of Military 

* Y. Matsushita, Vol. 2, pp, ro-n. 
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Administration, and was considered to come under the Kokumu-taiken. 

In this connexion Minobe Tatsukichi ~~~~~~~~~~~, a representative student 

of constitutional law in the 1920's and thereafter, published an inter-

pretation from the point of view of constitutional theory according to 

which the matters concerned with the Prerogative of Supreme Command 

which the Emperor decided with the assistance of the Chief of the 
General Staff, the Chief of Naval Command and others consisted merely 

in the Eniperor determining the will of the Army and Navy in his 
capacity as Great Generalissimo and did not consist in the determination 

of the will of the state in his capacity as head of the state, and that 

consequently such decisions could not override decisions regarding the 

will of the state made with the assistance of the Ministers of State.l 

As a matter of tradition, however, the members of the military 
forces did n. ot recognize that the Emperor was bound by the Constitution. 

Consequently they were incapable of understanding theories such as those 

in which a distinction is made between the exercise of the two capacities 

of the Emperor, and they believed that, provided the Inperial Prerogative 

of Supreme Command had been personally exercised, cabinet decisions 

could be overridden without impediment. If such an interpretation is 

adopted, it means that the will of the armed forces as represented by 

those who assisted the Emperor in his exercise of the Prerogative of 

Supreme Command had, L0r practical purposes, attained the position of 

the supreme directing will in the state. This is so because under the 

Constitution the Emperor is to act with the assistance of the Ministers 

of State, and sp it is a general principle that he should not make personal 

political judgments. Thus in the sphere of state affairs the will of the 

Prime Minister and the Ministers of State as made available to the 
Emperor becomes the will 0L the Emperor, and in the sphere of military 

operations the will of the members of the armed forces who assist the 

Emperor becomes the will of the Emperor. However, in respect to the 
former, the responsibility of the assistants of the Emperor was clearly 

shown by means of the countersignature system employed by the Prime 

Minister and the Ministers of State, and consequently it was pernrissible 

to discuss the merits of the orders made. In the latter case, however, 

there was no countersignature system which fixed responsibility among 

the assistants of the Emperor (this was a form contrived by Yamagata 

Aritomo who excluded the form 0L assistance of the Dajo-datjin at 
the time of the issue of the Imperial Rescript to the Army and Navy), 

and it was stressed that the military operational orders issued were in 

* Y. Matsushita, vol. 2, pp. 302-304. 
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the nature of the absolute orders of the Emperor in his capacity as Great 

Generalissimo. The original of this arrangement would seem to have 
been that of putting aside all criticism of the control of the armed forces 

fronl the point of view of sectarian interests and of setting up a hierarchy 

of absolute obedience to orders extending down to the lowest ranks. 

The result, however, was that the impression was created that the 

Emperqr's Prerogative of Supreme Command, in which the element of 

the Emperor's personal decision was strongly represented, had pre-

eminence over the Emperor's constitutionalist Prerogative in the Duties 

of the State, thus rejecting Minobe's constitutiorialist interpretation which 

we have mentioned above. 
The existence 0L the Emperor's Prerogative of Supreme Command 

was a great obstacle in the way of the establishment of Japanese con-

stitutionalism. Far from controlling the armed forces, the Japanese 
civilians were obliged to retreat to the position of defending themselves 

from control by the armed forces. In this matter a great influence was 

exercised by the institution of appointing exclusively militaly officers to 

the posts of the An7ry a'id Navy Ministers. ALter the institution of 
the practice of giving exclusive appointment of military of~cers in respect 

to appointments to the of~ce of Hyo~bu-kyo which we have mentioned 
above, the Regulations for the Army Ministry of 1873 made no provision 

regarding the qualifications of appointees to the post of Hyo~bu-kyo, but 

the Institutional Rule for Army Appointments of 1876 again restricted 

the post of Hyobu-kyo to general oflicers. This prescription was 
reproduced , in the Administrative Regulations for Appointments to 

the Army Ministry of 1879, but in 1881 was abolished once more. 
Nothing specific regarding the Army Minister was laid down in the 
Institutions for Ofacials at the Army Ministry of 1886, and it livas merely 

laid down that military officers should be appointed to posts at the Army 

Ministry. However, in the Revised Establishment List of Personnel at 

the Army Ministry of 1888 it was clearly laid down that the Minister 

and Vice-Minister should be general officers. In this way the prescription 

governing appointments to the post of Army Minister were repeatedly 
changed, but in Lact no appointments other than those of general offieers 

were made.1 This course of events would seem to indicate that those who 

l No restrictions were placed on appoint:nents to the post of Navy Minister (Kaigun-
kyo ~~~i~~~~) in the Regulations for the Navy Minister of 1873, and the first holder of the 

post, Katsu Yasuyoshi ~!~-~~~ (a former retainer of the Shegun) was appointed to the 

rank 0L Vice-Admiral three months after taking up his post. The frst holder of the post 

of Navy Minister under the new title of Kaigu.n-datjin ~;~:j~~: was Saig~ Tsugumichi, 

a Lieutenant-General, who tool*- up his post in 1885. In the Institutions for Officials at the 
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laid down these prescriptions did not fully understand their significance. 

In 1891, only two years after the laying down of the Constitution, 

the armed forces ministers in the Matsukata t/~~;'~L;~ cabinet (the Army 

Minister Oyama lwao and the Navy Minister Kabayama Sukenori j:~LLS 

~:~E, both members of the Satsuma clique) brought forward proposals 

for the expansion of the armed forces on the occasion 0L a cabinet reor-

ganization, and caused indignation among their cabinet colleagues by 

adoptin~ the attitude that if these proposals were not accepted they 

would reLuse to put L0rward successors to their posts. In the following 

year, 1892, when the Minister of the Interior. K~no Togama Y~J~+T~~t~~, 

began to prosecute those responsible for government interference in the 

second general election, the Army Minister, Takashima Tomonosuke 
~: ~~~~i~~~ (the successor 0L Oyama, ,and a melhber of the Satsuma clique) 

resigned his post as a gesture of support for the interference and opposi-

tion to its punishment. Next, the three senior Army and Navy person-

alities and members of the Satsuma clique, General Oyama lwao (former 

Army Minister), Lieutenant-General Kawakami S~roku J I Ii~~7~ (Vice-

Chief of Staff, the Chief of Staff being Prince Arisugawa ~t,~) I I -i~ , 

virtually a figure-head) and Vice-Admiral Nire Kagenori f'='-~~~:~~ (head 

of the Naval College, Navy Minister in the next government, and like 

Inoue Ryokei ~1:J~~;~~, Chief 0L Naval Operations, a member of the 

Satsuma clique, but seven years his senior and first Chief of Naval 

Operations) visited the Prime Minister, Matsukata, who like them was a 

member of the Satsuma clique, and brought about the resignation of the 

cabinet by threatening to refuse to appoint successors to the posts of the 

Army and Navy Ministers iL the opinions 0L the armed forces ministers 

were not accepted.1 

This course of events clearly proves that the system under which 

oflicers of the armed forces exclusively held the posts 0L the Army and 

Navy Ministers was thought of as an instrument to be used in forcing 

the opinions of the armed forces on the cabinet, even in matters with 

which the armed forces were entirely unconcerned. Observing this, the 

members of Matsukata's cabinet removed the prescription that the Minister 

and Vice-Minister should be general oflicers Lrom the Establishment List 

when the Institutions for Of~cials at the Army Ministry were revised in 

Navy Ministry of 1886 the post of Navy Minister was restricted to oHicers of the armed 

forces for the first time. Further, in the revision ot the Institutions for Ofiicials which 

was made in 1890 the Navy Ministry was freed from the restriction of ministerial 

appointments to offlcers of the armed forces in advance of the Army Ministry. (Y. Matsu-

shita, Vol. l, pp. 178, 348, and Vol. 2, pp. 91, 316.) 

l It5 Hil'obwlti Den, Vol. 2, pp. 788, 860. 

J 
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August, 189L In this way it was at last recognized that the restriction 

of the qualifications for tenure of the posts of'the armed forces ministers 

was an important question affecting the cabinet's control over the Army 

and Navy. However, in reply to questions put to him by the Emperor 

Meiji in September, 1891, It~ Hirobumi, who by that time was one of 
the Gen~o ~~i~~ or Elder Statesmen, said that the limitation of the posts 

of Army and Navy Minister to general offlcers and flag oflicers would 

appear to have originated, in ' Europe as in Japan, from the necessity of 

defending the prerogatives of the sovereign, that in order to prevent a 

change to a republican system the sovereign's prerogative of controlling 

the armed forces must not be entrusted to the Diet or the political 

parties, and that for this reason it was best that politicians, who would 

be liable to be moved by the political parties, should be excluded from 

the posts of the ministers in charge of the administration of the armed 

forces and these posts filled by general offlcers or flag ofEicers, thus 

stabilizing the administration of the armed forces. Again, the Emperor 

Meiji suggested to Matsukata, when as mentioned above he was faced 
by the resignations of the armed forces ministers, that he should choose 

successors to the posts of the Army and Navy Ministers after hearing 
the opinions of four of his ministers in particular-Got~ Shojir~ '~~'J~~~: 

::~~ (Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, a former retainer of the Tosa 

clan), KOno Togama (Minister for Justice, a former retainer of the Tosa 

clan), Enomoto Takeaki ~~;~;~~~i~i (Foreign Minister, a former retainer of 

the Shogun), and Sano Tsunetami fi~~~;T'~~F~ J~~ (Minister for Agriculture and 

Commerce, a former retainer of the Hizen ~~~: clan). When these L0ur 

ministers urged Matsukata to remain in office he asked the advice of 

It~ Hirobumi on the question of finding successors for the posts of the 

Army and Navy Ministers. It~ Hirobumi refused, and prevented the 
materialization of civilian ministers L0r the armed forces. On receiving 

an ultimatum from the Army and Navy on the following day, 
Matsukata tendered his resignation, and since it was Itd (who had been 

planning the formation of a political party for some time) who became 

Prime Minister of the second cabinet, the impression was given that 

there might have been collusion between Itd and the armed forces. In this 

way It~, who was the highest political leader of that time, showed that 

because of his origins in the former samurai class he had an extraor-

dihary concern for the preservation of the monarchy and had closed his 

eyes to the prejudiced views of the brass of the armed forces.~ On the 

other hand, we must not disregard the fact that the Emperor Meiji, who 

* It~ Hill'bulni Den. Vol. 2, pp. 788-790. 
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as a constitutional monarch was in a position in which he did not give 

political expression to his personal views, asked questions and made 

suggestions which were tantamount to political activities in connection 

with the revision of the military system which had been decided upon 

by the cabinet, or regarding the Prime Minister's intention to resign. 

These facts may also enable us to understand why the anned forces, 

headed by the Emperor as Great Generalissimo, could not entirely shake 

off the attributes of a private army of the monarchy. 
Furth~r, the fact was that the inculcation 0L the idea that the armed 

forces were a private army of the monarchy was the most important 
instrument for the control of the troops, from ofacers down to the rank 

and file, employed by the military leaders who regarded themselves as 

not being subject to the control of the government. We may suppose 
that it was a case of a monarchy which could not fit into the system 

of constitutional government and armed forces which could not modernize 

themselves existing in a relation of mutual dependence. The following 

occurs in the memorial presented to the Emperor in 1881 by the coun-

cillors (sangi ~= ~) who asked for a gradual transition to a constitutional 

system of gov~rnment : 

" There are certain means by which the foundations of a constitu-

tional mon~rchy are made secure. The first is the establishment of a 

Council of Elder Statesmen, an institution composed of mature members 

of the aristocracy. The second is the personal command of the land and 

sea forces by the Emperor . . . . 

As for the organization of the Army and Navy, it may be said that 

the Son of Heaven is the generalissimo of the forces in the field, and 

the members of the armed forces are the teeth and claws of the Royal 

House. Therefore those who are members of the armed forces have the 

duty to love their country whole-heartedly and to be loyal to their 

sovereign. They shall never exercise the power of forming partiesi or of 

discussing matters of government. It is now fitting that this discipline 

should be instituted, and that Your Majesty should come fprward to play 

a personal part in it, so that this exaniple may be shown to the world, 

and being transmitted among the people may become a custom which 
will forever be a bulwark to the state."I 

On the one hand it is said that the members of the armed forces 

possess patriotism and loyalty because they are the protecting power of 

their sovereign, while on the other hand it is recognized that the armed 

forces will not be able to preserve their character unless it is laid down 

* Ito Hirobul?~i De,1,, Vol. l, pp. 230-231. 
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as a matter of discipline that their members do not take part in politics 

and unless the Emperor in person gives them disciplinary encouragement. 

May not this be taken to indicate that there was a great gap between 

the idea of the Lunctions of the armed L0rces commonly entertained by 

the politicians of these times and that entertained by the actual offcers 

and men of the armed forces, and that no other means of suppressing 
this difLerence could be found than that of drawing on the authority of 

the Emperor ? In 1878, three years before this memorial was presented, 

there occurred a mutiny among the Imperial Guards which is known by 

the name of the " Takebashi disturbance " and the penetration of the 

doctrines of liberty and popular rights into the armed forces became a 

question of deep concern. Axnong the successive countermeasures taken 

in regard to this were the issue of the Admonitions to the Armed Forces 

in 1878, the issue of the Imperial Rescript to the Armed Forces in 1882 

(both drafted by Nishi Amane ~~)~J and his associates) and the establish-

ment of the Military Police system in 1881. 

After the promulgation of the Conscription Ordinance the lower 
ranks of the armed forces were well treated in respect to food and 
clothing, but they were lacking in a positive consciousness 0L their duties, 

and desertions were frequent. The question of establishing discipline 

among the lower ranks was important from this point of , view. The 

generals Stein, Scharnhorst, and Gneisenau, who embarked on a reform 

of the armed forces of Prussia at the beginning of the 19th century, 

believed that a national spiritual awakening was needed in order to 

rebuild the Prussian army, which had lost the confidence of the people, 

and that for this purpose it was indispensable that the deprivation 

of the people's political rights in general should be amended, so that 

even in the armed forces the value of the people as individuals would 

be respected, and that barbarous sanctions should be abolished. The 

Japanese leaders, however, who had instituted compulsory education 
along with conscription, were not pleased by a rising interest in political 

matters among the people. On the contrary, they took fright at it, and 

they sought to suppress the political parties and took great pains to 

make the armed forces non-political. Since the political aim of building 

a monarchist army possessed a clearly antithetical character in relation 

to representative democracy, the higher ranks of the armed forces, which 

were filled with shizoku from the former clans,1 while pretending not 

* Up to August, 1925, 69 persons were appointed to the rank of geheral. Among 

them 14 came from the Choshi: clan, n from the Satsuma clan, 7 were members of 
the Imperial House. 5 came from the Fukuoka clan~ 3 were former retainers of the 
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to take part in politics, interfered in politics on a wide scale and battled 

Luriously against party politics. For the same reason the lower ranks 

of the armed forces, which were drawn from the commoners, were never 

permitted to awaken to the political consciousness which was proper to 

them as members of the Japanese nation or to discuss political matters. 

Such a self-contradictory demand, which while technically looking 

towards a raising of the educational standards of the nation prevented 

the raising of the democratic political awareness of the nation, begot the 

emphasis on the consciousness of being a member of a private army of 

the Emperor which required the lower ranks of the armed forces to give 

a blind, religious obedience to the Emiperor. In a certain sense, however, 

it may be that so long as armies exist the demanding 0L blind discipline 

will be a fate which can scarcely be avoided. 

In 1881 the Aikoku Shinshi ~:~l~f~:, the organ of the liberty and 

popular rights move. ment, passed the following criticism on the connexion 

between the armed forces and despotic government : 

"When despotic government c6mmits oppression in the state it does 

not do so without instruments or teeth. . , . Since he who is a soldier 

is one who has power. . . he is the one who responds best to use by a 

despotic government. Must not those who love liberty beware of this ?"I 

However, no such fundamental criticism appeared for a second time 

after the " Impenal Army '* headed by the Emperor as Great General-

issimo had, been established. Since war and military matters proceeded 

from the action 0L the Emperor they were considered sacred, and to 
oppose them or to speak of peace was at once c9nsidered criticism of 

the Emperor, although it was permitted to speak of a peace of conquest to 

be attained through war. The public enfranchisement of pacifism in Japan 

did not take place until after the laying down of the Japanese Constitu-

tion of 1947. We would seem to be obliged to say that this was the 
greatest distortion in the modernization of. Japan. 

Shogun, and those from other clans numbered 2 or less. There were 39 full admirals, of 

whom 15 came from the Satsuma clan, 3 were members of the ITnperial House, and those 

from other clans numbered 2 or less. None came from the Choshn clan. Calculated 
from ljiri Tsunekichi ~F~i:~~~~' ~i, Rekidai Kenkanroku ~~f~;~i~*l~ ~~~ (A Recorcl of Eminent 

Offlcers in the Service of the Successive Emperors), Tokyo. Choy~kai, 1925, pp. 360-363, 

540-542. 

l Meiji Bunka Kenkynkai E~]1~p~4~~t~f~i~･, Melji Bunka Zenshle~ B~~~p)~4~~~1~ (Complete 
Collection of the Culture of the Meiji Period), Vol. 14 (Liberty and Popular Rights, 

cont.), Tokyo, Nihonhy~ron-shinsha, 1956, pp. 173-175. 




